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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an experimental methodology used to
evaluate the effectiveness of partial fault tolerance (PFT)
techniques in data stream processing applications. Without
a clear understanding of the impact of faults on the quality
of the application output, applying PFT techniques in practice is not viable. We assess the impact of PFT by injecting
faults into a synthetic financial engineering application running on top of IBM’s stream processing middleware, System
S. The application output quality degradation is evaluated
via an application-specific output score function. In addition, we propose four metrics that are aimed at assessing
the impact of faults in different stream operators of the application flow graph with respect to predictability and availability. These metrics help the developer to decide where
in the application he should place redundant resources. We
show that PFT is indeed viable, which opens the way for
considerably reducing the resource consumption when compared to fully consistent replicas.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—
Error handling and recovery; H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—Distributed databases

General Terms
Reliability, experimentation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Stream processing applications continuously analyze the
heterogeneous incoming data and perform a variety of computations over generally incomplete information [5]. High
availability is a key requirement of stream processing systems [25], since they process continuous live data. Typically,
∗
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streaming applications are designed by assembling stream
operators as data flow graphs, which can be distributed over
a set of nodes to achieve high performance and scalability
[12]. A fault in a computing node or in a stream operator
can result in massive data loss due to the typical high data
rates of incoming streams.
Although many fault tolerance techniques for stream computing [13, 16, 19] provide guarantees that no data is lost
or any inconsistency exists (e.g., duplicate delivery of the
same data item, which we refer to as data duplication),
these methods usually cause significant degradation in performance. Aiming at reducing such performance overhead,
partial fault tolerance (PFT) techniques [4, 17, 21, 23, 30]
have been proposed. These techniques assume that data loss
and data duplicates are acceptable under faulty conditions.
The rationale is that many streaming applications tolerate
data imprecision by design, and, as a result, can still achieve
correctness without using stringent fault tolerance methods.
While all of the above techniques require a careful evaluation to assess the fault tolerance achieved and the resulting
performance degradation, this is especially true for methods that provide PFT. Hence, the use of PFT is not viable
without a clear understanding of the impact of faults on the
application output.
This paper describes a fault injection-based [14] experimental methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of PFT
techniques in streaming applications. Our first goal is to
assess the impact of PFT on the output of an application.
We use a fault injector to mimic the effect of a fault in
the application when a specific PFT mechanism is in place.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to describe
a thorough fault injection experiment that evaluates PFT
techniques in a streaming application. Our second goal is to
characterize how each stream operator used by the application behaves under failures, so the developer can decide if the
PFT technique in place is adequate for the target operator.
We characterize each operator by calculating four evaluation metrics over the application output generated during
the injection trials. In addition, the metrics can be used
to identify which operators are most critical to the application output quality. Prioritizing most critical operators
when protecting an application with PFT methods leads to
lower resource utilization while maintaining output quality.
Analyzing the impact of faults in streaming applications
has many challenges that are not addressed by traditional
fault injection methodologies [8, 14, 20, 29]. Streaming

applications can tolerate approximate results and be nondeterministic. In addition, these applications produce results continually, requiring a careful analysis of the output
to estimate the fault impact. We address these issues by
(i) defining an output score function (OSF) to measure the
application output quality and compare it with the output
under faults, and (ii) using the OSF over limited sections of
the output to compute our proposed evaluation metrics.
Our fault injection experiment target is a simplified financial engineering application running on top of IBM’s stream
processing middleware, System S [1, 12]. We considered
a bursty data loss fault model, which emulates the crash
of a stream operator. Our results show the following: (i)
the impact on the application output quality varies widely
for faults in different stream operators, demonstrating that
operator sensitivity to faults is an important differentiator
in deploying PFT; (ii) the tested application provided some
surprising results; specifically, one stream operator with high
selectivity turned out to be the least critical in terms of quality degradation when subjected to data loss. This indicates
that PFT can be a powerful technique to maintain the accuracy of the results and preserve computing resources by
replicating only parts of the application.

2.

PARTIAL FAULT TOLERANCE

Several researchers [4, 15, 17, 21, 22, 23, 30] have described PFT techniques that are applicable to stream processing applications. While many leverage the partial and
often strategic employment of fault tolerance techniques to
lower the performance loss, no technique can guarantee perfect application output under faulty conditions. Different
PFT mechanisms have different effects on the input/output
stream of the failed operator and, as a result, on the application output. Hence there is a need to conduct experiments
to understand the behavior of streaming applications under
faults.
One particular technique [17] is based on a stream operator checkpoint mechanism that leverages code generation to
automatically provide specialized state serialization methods depending on the stream operator type. When an operator fails, its upstream operators do not buffer outgoing
tuples1 unless they are required to produce a semantically
correct result after a fault. Checkpointing [17] results in
bursty tuple loss on the operator input stream.
Another example of PFT is to employ free running replicas, as proposed by Murty and Welsh [21]. This technique
does not enforce determinism among the stream operator
replicas, resulting in different effects on the operator output
stream, such as tuple reordering, duplication, loss, and value
divergence.
S4 [22], the open-source distributed stream processing
middleware from Yahoo!, provides fault tolerance by restarting an operator from scratch once a failure is detected. The
state of the operator is rebuilt by processing new incoming
stream data items. This approach is similar to the strategy defined in [15] as gap recovery. Both techniques lead to
bursty tuple loss on the occurrence of failures.
To evaluate how applications behave under PFT techniques, it is critical to understand the effect of faults on
input/output stream of the operator. Note that we are not
concerned with the specific mechanism used by the stream
1

A tuple is the basic unit of data in a stream.

processing middleware to detect a fault in a stream operator
(e.g., heartbeats) and to restart the operator. Nevertheless,
these detection and recovery times are important to determine the duration of the fault effect.

3.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The experimental methodology uses fault injection to
characterize the output quality of a streaming application
in the presence of faults while a specific PFT mechanism is
in use. We assume that a fault detector and a fault tolerance
mechanism are already in place and have been validated. We
also assume that a stream operator fails by crashing in a failstop manner (i.e., without producing corrupted results) [6].
The selected fault model is broad because operator failures
could be due to several distinct and indirect causes: a node
failure (e.g., operating system kernel crash), a transient software fault (e.g., race condition), or a transient hardware
fault (e.g., a memory bit flip that causes a process crash).
Characterizing the error behavior of streaming applications presents many challenges. Traditional fault injection
methodologies evaluate the behavior of an application by
checking its output after the injection of a fault [20, 29]. A
deterministic application can be checked for correct behavior under faults by comparing the output of the faulty run
to the output of the fault-free run (also called the golden
run) [8]. In streaming applications, checking the correct behavior cannot be done by a simple bit-by-bit comparison
of the faulty and fault-free outputs. Such applications are
often non-deterministic2 , and are typically able to tolerate
imprecise results.
To understand how a fault affects the application output, we compute an application-specific output score function (OSF). The OSF is calculated over a set of tuples of the
output of the application, and is applied for the faulty and
the golden output. Figure 1 shows two samples of streaming
application outputs [1, 28]. Figure 1(a) shows a sample output of our target financial application described in Section
6.1. The output contains the ticker symbol of a company in
the stock market and the projected financial gain obtained
by buying a stock at a specific time. In this case, the OSF
is a summation of the financial gain (i.e., 101.10). Figure
1(b) shows a sample output of a chip manufacturing application [28]. The output contains the predicted wafer yield of
a manufacturing process, and a prediction error, indicating
the extent to which the prediction deviates from the ground
truth. In this case, the OSF is the prediction error average
(i.e., 0.06). The result of the defined OSF over the application output data must have little variation (i.e., within error
thresholds) when considering different non-faulty execution
trials of a non-deterministic application.
To assess the quality of the output under faults, we define a quality score (QS), which is the ratio of the average
OSF calculated over the faulty output (i.e., the application
output produced in the presence of an operator fault) by
the average OSF calculated over the golden output. This
ratio estimates the fractional deviation of the faulty result
and the correct result. The OSF average is obtained by
executing the application multiple times with the same configuration (e.g., same injected fault). The average accounts
2

A source of non-determinism is the multiplexing of multiple streams, where the relative order of tuple arrival to an
operator is arbitrary.
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Figure 1: Examples of output for a financial (a) and
a chip manufacturing (b) application. The OSF is
applied over the application result (e.g., financial
gain or prediction error values).
for the stochastic deviations on output caused by the application non-determinism. The average OSF and the QS are
the basis for the proposed evaluation metrics. In addition,
our metrics consider that stream operators can fail at different execution times, and that the time to detect and repair
from such failure can vary. Figure 2 illustrates a possible
failure scenario. Different execution times are represented
in our methodology by the injection of faults into operators
at different stream offsets from the beginning of the input
stream. Different detection and repair times are represented
by the injection of faults with different outage durations. We
do not make assumptions about the operator failure probability distribution.
failure

failure
detection

detection
latency

repair
time

1. Choose a fault model according to the in place PFT
technique – the fault model is selected in correspondence to
a recovery technique used to restore the operator upon a
fault. In our experiments, we consider a bursty tuple loss
model.
2. Optimize fault injection target operators – conditioned on the chosen fault model, only certain operators
must be selected and subjected to fault injection. For example, operators that are not sensitive to the selected fault
model do not need to be selected as an experimentation target.
3. Use the actual expected data rate from stream sources
to realistically model the effect of a fault – for example, the
knowledge of the real data input rate allows quantifying how
much data is dropped when a fault occurs.
4. Inject faults at different stream offsets and with distinct outage durations – injecting faults at different stream
offsets mimics random fault arrival times during the operator execution. Different outage durations mimics variations
on the detection and recovery times;
5. Evaluate the experimentation results – based on the
OSF function, each operator is characterized using the proposed metrics. These metrics can quantify the relative sensitivity of the operators to faults, and use it as a basis to
compare different fault tolerance techniques.
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Figure 2: Timeline of a stream operator failure. The
failure is detected after an average detection latency,
and the detector triggers a repair procedure. The
outage duration comprises the time to detect the
failure and the repair time.
Our evaluation metrics characterize each operator in the
following terms. (i) The outage duration impact, defined as
the correlation coefficient between the outage duration and
the QS computed over the part of the output stream affected
by the fault. If the correlation coefficient is high, there is
a direct quality improvement by applying techniques with
lower recovery time for the target operator. (ii) The data
dependency, defined as the standard deviation and analysis
of variance (ANOVA) test of the QS obtained under faults
injected into different stream offsets. A high standard deviation and rejected ANOVA test indicates that the impact of
the fault on the quality is dependent on the specific data affected by the fault. (iii) The recovery time, defined as the P
percentile of the QS observations over time that fall outside
an error threshold. A high value for this metric indicates
that the application takes a long time to stabilize and to
start producing correct results again. (iv) The quality impact, defined as the sum of squares of the difference between
the faulty QS and the golden QS evaluated over time. A
high sum value indicates that answers produced by the application under faults are far away from the correct result.
More details on the computation of each metric can be found
in Section 5.2.
Our experimental methodology comprises the following
steps:

FAULT INJECTION FRAMEWORK

To assess the impact of PFT, we built a fault injection
framework to emulate the effect of these techniques on the
input/output streams of a target stream operator. Currently, the framework supports a bursty tuple loss fault
model, but it can be extended to include other fault models (e.g., tuple duplication). Bursty tuple loss can emulate
the following situations: (i) a stateless operator crashes and
restarts, and no in-flight tuples are saved; (ii) a stateful operator crashes and restores its state from a checkpoint upon
restart, and no in-flight tuples are saved. The checkpoint
preserves the operator state immediately before the occurrence of the fault; (iii) a stateful/stateless operator crashes
and perfoms a failover to a replica. The operator has only
one input stream and the backup replica is operating at
approximately the same pace as the primary replica. In addition, injecting bursty tuple loss in the source operator can
emulate faults affecting the real stream source (e.g., sensors)
and data drop due to bursty data arrival and limited input
buffer size. Emulating operator crashes by manipulating its
input/output streams allows us to better control the fault
injection experiment. Dropping approximately the same set
of tuples in each experiment trial helps us to reduce the
variation on the OSF result of different experiment trials.

4.1

Emulating Faulty Behavior

Our fault injection framework is designed to work seamlessly with Spade (Stream Processing Application Declarative Engine) [12], the declarative stream processing language
that is part of System S. Spade offers language extensibility by allowing the implementation of User-defined Built-in
Operators (UBOPs). When a developer identifies a generalpurpose operation, he can describe it as a new type of stream
operator, effectively extending the Spade language.
Our framework uses UBOPs to extend the language with
stream operators that mimic the faulty behavior of an operator when using a specific PFT technique. Figure 3 shows

how the framework operates. First, it receives as input a
Spade application, a target operator, a fault model, and its
injection parameters. Based on the target operator and the
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the input ports of an operator, all the operators connected to
these input ports are re-routed to send their output streams
to the FIOP. The FIOP is connected to the target operator. Based on the new flow graph, the framework generates
multiple Spade programs, each of them with a FIOP configured with a different fault injection parameter. After the
compilation, the application is ready for fault injection runs.
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Figure 3: Fault injection framework changes the
original application dataflow graph to include a fault
injection operator (FIOP). The modified application
is re-compiled and then executed with the fault injection parameters.
Figure 4 depicts how the injection occurs at runtime. The
figure shows the injection of the bursty tuple loss fault model
into the input port of operator OP2. In this example, OP1
sends tuples containing a stock symbol and a price to OP2.
After the graph pre-processing, OP1 connects to the FIOP,
which connects to OP2. The FIOP is placed right before
the target operator and receives the following parameters:
(i) the outage duration, specified in terms of the number of
tuples to be dropped, and (ii) the stream offset, specified in
terms of the number of tuples processed by the operator up
until the fault. In Figure 4, the FIOP triggers a fault after
it processes the stock symbol IBM at price USD 123.24. The
duration of the fault is 2 tuples, leading the FIOP to drop
the tuples with stock symbol YHOO and GOOG. After the FIOP
drops the specified number of tuples, its operation goes back
to normal, i.e., forwarding tuples received by OP1 to OP2.
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Figure 4: FIOP emulates a bursty tuple loss model
by dropping tuples received after a specified stream
offset and during a configured outage duration.
As described earlier in this Section, our framework does
not actually crash and restart an operator during the injection. Even though the operator continues to run, it does not
send or receive any new tuples for the time corresponding
to the fault detection and recovery. As a result, its internal
state (if any) remains unchanged.

4.2

Placing Injection Operators

To understand how the application behaves under faults,

in the worst case we may need to inject faults in all operators. However, streaming applications can have a substantially large number of operators. To reduce the number of
required fault injection targets when evaluating a target application, the framework pre-analyzes the data flow graph.
It selects as injection targets only those operators in which
the injected fault results in a behavior that is different than
a fault injected into another operator in the graph. An operator not chosen as fault injection target is assumed to have
the same behavior as its upstream operator.
For the bursty tuple loss fault model, the inspection starts
by selecting all source operators as injection targets. Injecting faults into the source mimics a fault affecting the stream
feed originated outside the stream processing middleware
(e.g., the raw sensor data feed), or the source operator itself.
From each source operator, the analysis continues to all
downstream operators by doing a breadth-first traversal, until the sink is reached. A bursty tuple loss operator is placed
in the data flow graph immediately before a chosen target
operator. The framework selects an operator as a target if
its position in the data flow graph meets one of the following
properties:
1. An upstream operator produces more than one output
stream – a common pattern in streaming applications is for
one operator to have its outputs consumed by more than one
operator downstream. As illustrated by Figure 5(a), both
OP2 and OP3 consume the stream produced by OP1. If OP1
fails, part of its input stream is lost, affecting both OP2 and
OP3. If OP2 fails, OP1 can continue to send data to OP3,
but all data sent to OP2, while it is offline, is lost. These
two different scenarios can impact the application output in
different ways. Therefore, both scenarios must be emulated
when evaluating the application behavior under faults.
2. The operator consumes more than one input stream –
stream operators can consume outputs produced by more
than one upstream operator. One such example is the join
operator, which correlates events coming from two different
streams. This is shown in Figure 5(b), where OP1 and OP2
send data to OP3. If OP1 fails, OP3 stops receiving data
from one of its input ports, but it continues to process data
coming from OP2. If OP3 fails, data sent by both OP1 and
OP2 are lost. Since these two scenarios represent two different error modes, both of them should be emulated during
the fault injection experiments.
3. The upstream operator is stateful – a stream operator
can either be stateful or stateless. For example, an operator
that filters a stream based on the attributes of the current
tuple does not keep any state related to previously processed
tuples. Figure 5(c) shows a data flow graph where a stateless
operator OP1 sends data to a stateful operator OP2, which
sends data to OP3. If OP1 fails, it loses input data from its
upstream operator while it is offline. As a result, OP2 also
does not receive input data during the time OP1 is offline
and does not update its internal state. If OP2 fails, the behavior is analogous to a fault in OP1. OP2 loses its input
data and does not update its internal state while it is recovering. However, the error behavior changes when OP3 fails.
OP3 loses the input data, but OP2 still updates its internal
state. Once OP3 is back up, OP2 is ready to send up-todate information and does not spend any time rebuilding its
internal state. These scenarios have different impact on the
application output, and both must be evaluated.
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Figure 5: Placement rules for bursty tuple loss
FIOPs consider the number of inputs and outputs of
each operator, and if the operator is either stateless
or stateful.
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duration are highly correlated (i.e., the correlation coefficient is close to 1 or -1), the developer can use off-the-shelf
As mentioned in Section 3, we evaluate a fault injeccurve fitting methods to find a function that describes the
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Target
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SPADE
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SPADE
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application
application
dle the
continuous output of streaming applications and how
application
If such behavior poses unacceptable risk to the application,
we use the OSF to compute each of our metrics.
should be protected against faults.
PreSPADE
PreSPADE
PreSPADE this operator
The C oq metric can be computed in the following way.
compiler
processor Output
compiler
5.1 processor
Handling Continuous
processor
compiler
A fault injection experiment for a single operator injects
Stream processing applications typically produce output
faults at m different stream offsets using n different outage
results continuously. If the output is not carefully anadurations. Each stream offset is referred to as SOi , where
lyzed, variations in the output due to the application noni ∈ [1..m], and each outage duration is referred to as ODj ,
determinism can be confused with the effects of a fault. This
where j ∈ [1..n]. For each SOi and ODj , there are p repetican lead to an overestimation of the faulty effect. We minitions, where each one generates an output stream with only
mize this problem by limiting which segments of the contina single section affected by the injected fault. Such section is
uous output stream are analyzed for estimating the faulty
estimated based on the SOi and the maximum ODj value.
outcome. For example, results produced before the fault
The OSF for the affected section of the stream is referred to
occurrence are ignored when computing the metric. In adas F Oi,j,k , where k ∈ [1..p].
dition, results produced after the application started to proThe average output score function OSFi,j for each ODj
duce output within error thresholds when compared to the
and a particular SOi is computed as
golden run are also ignored.
Pp
Continuous output can also mask the effects of faults. For
k=1 F Oi,j,k
(1)
OSFi,j =
p
example, an application can manifest a fault by missing x
alerts and misdetecting y alerts. When applying globally an
The OSF for the golden run is calculated over the section
OSF that considers the total number of detected alerts, the
of the output stream affected by the fault with maximum
misdetected alerts compensate for the missed ones. This can
ODj value3 . The golden run is executed q times, where
erroneously lead the developer to think that the fault had
each execution generates one GOi,l , where l ∈ [1..q]. The
low impact on the application output. We minimize this
quality score is referred to as QSi,j and is computed as
problem by computing the OSF over local sections of the
OSFi,j
output stream rather than once over the complete output
QSi,j = Pq
(2)
set. The last two metrics described in Section 5.2 use a
( l=1 GOi,l )/q
local OSF computation.
After this step, a particular SOi has n ODj values associated
with it and their corresponding QSi,j results. With
5.2 Evaluation Metrics
these two sets of data, we compute the Spearman’s rank corTable 1 summarizes our evaluation metrics. The first two
relation coefficient, which assesses if two sets of values have
metrics indicate the predictability of the stream operator
a monotonic relationship [24]. This step results in associatbehavior under faults. An operator that does not have preing a correlation coefficient CCi with each SOi . Correlation
dictable behavior under faults is not a good target for applycoefficients have bounds [-1..1].
ing the PFT mechanism under test, because if such operator
The operator C oq is then calculated as
fails in the field, the application outcome is unknown. The
Pm
last two metrics are related to system availability, and allow
i=1 CCi
.
(3)
C oq =
the assessment of which operators are more critical for the
m
application to preserve output quality under faults.

Data dependency

Outage duration impact
By computing the correlation coefficient between outage duration and quality score (C oq ) we can assess the impact of
the outage duration (Figure 2). If the QS and the outage

The Doq metric is the standard deviation (σ q ) and analysis
of variance test (Aq ) of the quality score for different stream
3
The index j is omitted in all formulas using a single fixed
value of ODj .

Aq = ANOVA((QS1,1 , ..., QS1,k ); ...; (QSi,1 , ..., QSi,k )),
(4)
P
where QSi,k = F Oi,k /(( ql=1 GOi,l )/q). Doq is the tuple
(σ q , Aq ).

Recovery time
The Rlq metric is the P percentile of quality scores outside
a threshold value. This metric estimates how long it takes
for the application to recover and to start producing normal
outputs after the occurrence of a fault. The larger the value
of this metric, the larger is the impact of an operator failure
on the application availability. This metric assesses the deviation of the application output quality locally, i.e., by computing the OSF over different intervals of the output stream
(e.g., all tuples produced during a 1 second interval). For
this metric, an OSF data point is considered normal when
the difference between the faulty OSF and the golden OSF
is less than a certain threshold (e.g., faulty OSF is less than
3% away from the golden OSF). Any difference greater than
the threshold is considered to be an erroneous output. Our
metric considers the coverage of P % of the erroneous output
as it can provide enough accuracy in evaluating the recovery
time of the application. In our experiments, we considered
a P of 90%.
To compute Rlq , we choose the same single outage duration ODj for all stream offsets SOi . Each experiment trial k
generates one output stream, which is divided in s sections.
For each section, we compute the local OSF referred to as
LOi,k,t , where t ∈ [1..s]. The average of LOi,k,t over each
experiment trial is referred to as LOi,t , and is computed
similarly to Equation 1. A similar procedure is followed for
each of the q trials of the golden run. The OSF for each section of the golden output stream is referred to as GLOi,l,t .

GLOi,t refers to the average of GLOi,l,t over each trial, and
is calculated similarly to Equation 1.
In the next step, we build an error array based on LOi,t
and GLOi,t , with t starting at Sbegin , where Sbegin is the
first section of the output stream produced by the golden
run after the fault injection point. Each position of the
array is referred to as EQi,u , where u ∈ [1..s − Sbegin ], and
is computed as
EQi,u =

|LOi,t − GLOi,t |
.
GLOi,t

(5)

For each position u in the error array, we compute the
number of error values that are greater than the established
threshold up until and including uth error value EQi,u . This
is denoted by N Ei,u and is represented formally as
N Ei,u =

u
X

1[EQi,v > threshold].

(6)

v=1

Then, we compute the index Rilq where P % of the erroneous
QS observations fall. That is:
Rilq = min u s.t. N Ei,u ≥ p ∗ N Ei,s−Sbegin

(7)

The final step is to obtain the maximum index for all stream
offsets SOi , that is Rlq = maxi Rilq . Picking the maximum
allows the assessment of the risk by considering the worst
case manifested during experimentation.
Figure 6 shows an example of the Rlq metric. The line
with a circle marker shows the QS values of the faulty run in
relation to the golden run (square marker) for each section
of the output stream. The dashed line shows the allowed
error threshold. The Rlq metric covers 90% (P ) of the data
points that lie outside the threshold values (S13) after the
fault is injected, showing an approximation of how long the
application output takes to stabilize after a fault.
1.5

local errors lower than threshold
golden QS

Qu
uality score

offsets. This metric evaluates how the same fault (i.e., the
same fault model and outage duration) affects the output
quality when injected at different stream offsets (Figure 2).
A high variability in the application output quality under
the same fault indicates data dependency, i.e., the impact
on the output depends on the data being affected by the
fault. An operator with a high σ q and a rejected ANOVA
test [27] is not a good candidate for PFT, since the result
of a fault in the field is highly unpredictable. An operator
with a low σ q and an accepted ANOVA test indicates that
the fault has a similar impact in output quality, independent
of where the fault was injected.
To compute Doq , we first calculate σ q , similarly to the C oq
metric. The difference is that we choose the same fixed ODj
value for each SOi , instead of considering all ODj values.
As before, we compute the QSi for each SOi .
The σ q is calculated with the standard deviation formula,
using the QSi of each stream offset SOi as data samples.
The analysis of variance Aq is a one-way ANOVA hypothesis test. This test assesses if there is a statistically significant difference between the observed means of different
groups, where each group is obtained under a distinct condition [27]. For the Doq metric, the test decides whether the
changes in the stream offset of the injected fault affect the
fault’s impact on the application QS. If H0 (null hypothesis) is accepted, it means that the target operator is not data
dependent. A rejected H0 indicates the opposite. Equation
4 shows the parameters for invoking the ANOVA test that
returns an accept or reject value.
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R lq
local errors greater than threshold

0.5
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S11
S13
11
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Application output stream section

Figure 6: Rlq metric considers the number of local
QS observations that fall outside a specified error
threshold when compared to the golden run.

Quality impact
The I lq metric is the sum of squared errors (SSE) of local
quality score, which allows us to compare the fault impact of
different operators on the application output quality. Similar to the Rlq , we consider local OSF values that are outside
of a threshold tolerance. The magnitude of the fault impact is obtained by summing the squares of all local errors
throughout the application execution after the injection up
until the chosen P percentile of the Rlq metric.
The computation of this metric is similar to the Rlq computation. Instead of applying Equation 6, we calculate the

SSE of a single SOi (referred to as Iilq ) as
lq

Iilq

=

Ri
X

(EQi,v )2 [EQi,v > threshold].

(8)

v=0

I lq is then maxi Iilq .

6.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our experiment target is a simplified application from the
finance engineering domain called Bargain Discovery [1]. In
our experiments, we assume the following: (i) a stream operator crash is always detected, (ii) all stateful operators of
the application are being checkpointed [17], and (iii) an operator restores its state to the state immediately before the
fault occurrence.

6.1

Target Application

The target application processes stock trades and quotes,
and outputs information on all stocks in which there is a
potential money gain on buying the stock at a given time.
Figure 7 shows the Bargain Discovery flow graph.
TradeFilter Aggregator
Source

TradeQuote

f(x)

f(x)



VWAP

f(x)

BargainIndex

Sink

QuoteFilter

f(x)

Figure 7: Stream operator graph of the Bargain Discovery application. One path processes only stock
trades, while the other path processes only stock
quotes. The streams are later correlated to decide if
a given stock quote has a low price compared to its
price history.
The application has one source operator, which reads
trades and quotes events from a file4 . Each entry in the
file corresponds to a real event from the stock market. Each
entry (tuple) contains a ticker, which is the symbol that
identifies a company on an exchange. The type indicates
the action taken by an investor. A trade action means an
investor bought a certain number (volume) of shares at a
specific price. A quote indicates an investor wants to sell a
number (ask size) of stocks at a certain price (ask price).
The processing logic starts with the TradeQuote operator,
which reduces the size of the tuple. Two different operators
consume the output stream of TradeQuote, generating two
branches in the application flow graph.
The first branch of the flow graph starts with TradeFilter,
which filters all tuples of type trade. The Aggregator consumes all trades and sums up the total volume and total
price for the 5 most recent trades of a given stock symbol. The operator generates a new sum every time a new
trade of the corresponding symbol is processed on the input stream. The VWAP operator processes the Aggregator
output stream and generates a tuple with the moving average price of a given stock symbol. The second branch of the
flow graph has only the QuoteFilter operator, which outputs
only tuples with type quote.
The processing logic finishes with the BargainIndex, which
correlates the output streams of VWAP and QuoteFilter.
4
In a real application deployment, data arrives as a continuous stream.

For every incoming quote tuple, it checks what is the most
recent moving average stock price for the given ticker symbol. The operator estimates the potential money gain by
multiplying the ask size by the difference between the moving average and the ask price. All outputs produced by the
BargainIndex are stored into a file by the Sink operator.
For the purpose of fault injection, we modified the application input file by adding a primary key for each entry of
the file. This key follows a strict ascending order. The application propagates this key until the Sink. With such key, we
can precisely identify segments of the faulty output stream
and match them with the equivalent segment of the golden
run’s output stream. This allows an accurate comparison
between the application OSF with and without faults.

6.2

Experiment Parameters

The input stream used in our experiments consists of real
market trades and quotes transactions from December 2005.
We limited the number of processed trades and quotes to 5
million events. This dataset has the following characteristics: (i) the average event rate is 500 tuples/second, with
peak rate of 2200 tuples/second; and (ii) quote transactions
account for 80% of input stream events.
For this experiment, we chose 6 different outage durations.
They are specified in seconds and have the following values:
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. The value 0.5 second was estimated
by measuring how long it takes the System S runtime to
detect a crashed process and restore it to its normal operation. The value 16 seconds is the time that the System S
runtime takes to detect that a node has failed and to migrate
a stream operator to a different machine. As described in
Section 4, the FIOP that emulates the bursty tuple loss fault
model expects as parameter the outage duration specified in
terms of the number of tuples. Each of the outage duration
values was converted to the number of tuples that would be
lost due to the fault using both the average and peak input
rate we observed in our dataset. The average and peak input rates are converted according to the processing rates of
each operator. We used System S built-in instrumentation
features [11] to obtain the processing rates of each operator.
The chosen stream offset trigger values are the following:
0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 million. Similar to the outage
duration, we approximate the offset trigger based on the
number of tuples processed by each operator.
Due to the application non-determinism, the golden run
was executed 300 times. Each outage duration and stream
offset combination was executed 5 times, totaling 300 fault
injections per operator. The target operators for this application are Source, TradeFilter, QuoteFilter, VWAP, and
BargainIndex. They are highlighted in Figure 7 and were
chosen based on the optimization criteria described in Section 4.2. All experiments ran on a single node with Linux
operating system, 4 Intel Xeon 3GHz processors, and 8GB
of RAM. The experiments ran on a single node to reduce
the effects of non-determinism on the application output.
Output Score Function. We defined the OSF of the
application as the total sum of the financial gain. This application can misbehave in two ways: (i) underestimating
the OSF (QS below 1), i.e., the application fails to indicate
opportunities for buying profitable stocks; and (ii) overestimating the OSF (QS above 1), i.e., the application is estimating that certain stocks are more profitable than they are
in reality. This can lead a trader to make wrong decisions.
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Figure 8: Quality score for fault injection trials with stream offset 1.5 million tuples and different outage
durations for operators Source, QuoteFilter, and TradeFilter. Figure 8(a) shows that the QS underestatimations overcomes the overestimations when the Source operator is offline for a long period of time. Figure 8(b)
shows that the longer the outage duration, the more the QS decreases. Figure 8(c) indicates that the longer
the outage of the TradeFilter operator, the more the application overestimates the trading financial gain.

6.3

Results

Outage duration impact.
The C oq metric assesses if the outage duration caused by a
fault in an operator directly impacts the application output
quality. As described in Section 5.2, this metric considers
only the section of the output stream that is directly affected
by the fault. In the Bargain Discovery, we estimate the affected output stream by identifying all trades that were lost
due to the injected fault and all trades that were correlated
with a moving average that was miscalculated due to the
injected fault. For example, when the fault injection target
is the Source operator, the downstream operators lose both
trade and quote tuples. In this case, the affected segment of
the output stream considers both the dropped quotes and
the quotes correlated with miscalculated moving averages.
However, when the fault injection target is the QuoteFilter,
the affected segment of the output stream consists only of
the dropped quotes. Note that this analysis is applicationspecific, and should be customized for each application, if a
precise estimate of the affected output stream is desired.
Table 2 shows the C oq result for all target operators. Note
that the QS result is highly correlated with the outage duration when faults are injected into TradeFilter, QuoteFilter,
and VWAP.
Operator
Source
TradeFilter
QuoteFilter
VWAP
BargainIndex

C oq
-0.38
0.97
-1.00
0.99
-0.69

Doq
(0.21,R)
(0.76,R)
(0.00,A)
(0.14,R)
(0.08,A)

Rlq
340
340
6
73
43

I lq
21.23
48.70
6.00
30.87
7.89

Table 2: Operator metrics results for Bargain Discovery application
Figure 8 illustrates how the quality score (QS) varies under different outages for three operators. The x axis is the
outage duration and the y axis is the QS result. The function
f (x) is the result of least-squares fitting of a linear function.
For the Source (Figure 8(a)) there is an OSF overestimation when the outage duration is small (less than 5000
tuples), and an OSF underestimation when the outage duration increases (greater than 15000 tuples). When a fault
affects the Source, both trades and quotes are lost. When

data loss is small, not as many quotes are dropped, resulting in many correlations with a miscalculated moving average. When the data loss is big, the financial loss due to
not correlating quotes for a long time is greater than the
overestimation due to miscalculated averages.
Figure 8(b) shows the high correlation between QS and
outage duration for the QuoteFilter operator. Note that
the QS is 0.00 at the maximum injected outage duration.
The QS is 0.00 because the Coq metric considers only the
affected output stream under the maximum outage duration
for its computation. When we inject a fault into QuoteFilter
with the maximum outage duration, the BargainIndex does
not perform correlations with any quote tuple, and, as a
result, the application does not produce any output during
the outage period.
Figure 8(c) shows the QS values for the TradeFilter operator. When this operator fails, the operator that maintains
the most recent trades stops adjusting the moving averages
based on new trade values. This can lead to the evaluation
of a non-profitable stock as profitable (case 1) and vice versa
(case 2). In our dataset, the magnitude of case 1 was always
greater than case 2. This indicates that the financial loss
for buying non-profitable stocks is greater than the financial
loss incurred because purchase opportunities were missed.
Data dependency. Table 2 shows the Doq metric results. A stands for an accepted Aq , and R stands for a
rejected Aq . The operator with the greatest σ q is TradeFilter, and the one with the lowest σ q is QuoteFilter. The
only operators with an accepted ANOVA test (i.e., low QS
variability under faults) with α = 0.05 are QuoteFilter and
BargainIndex. Figure 9 shows the QS result (y axis) for all
injected stream offsets (x axis) under the maximum outage
duration. The QS for QuoteFilter is 0.00 independently of
which stream offset the fault is injected into. This is because BargainIndex cannot do any stream correlation when
QuoteFilter fails. For TradeFilter, the lowest QS is 1.34 and
the greatest is 3.35. This represents a considerable variation,
which indicates that effect of a fault on the QS depends to
a great degree on what data the outage affects.
Recovery time. The Rlq estimates how long the application takes to produce output below an error threshold once
an operator fails. For the target application, we consider a
threshold of 3% away from the OSF of the golden run. We
computed the local OSF values considering the primary key
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Figure 9: Quality score for different stream offsets
under maximum outage duration. The impact of a
failure in the TradeFilter operator on the application
QS is highly data dependent, while the impact of
a failure in QuoteFilter is independent of the data
affected by the fault.
of the resulting tuple. All tuples with key values falling into
an interval of 5000 units are grouped into one stream section (e.g., tuples with keys between 5000 and 10000). This
approximates to one local observation at every 2.2 seconds
when the input stream is producing tuples at its peak rate.
Table 2 shows the Rlq for all target operators for an outage
duration of 16 seconds under peak rate. Figures 10 and 11
show the Rlq value as vectors. The displayed value is the Rlq
for the injected stream offset, and not the maximum value
among all injected stream offsets.
The operators with highest recovery time are Source and
TradeFilter. These two operators have the same Rlq value
because during the injection trials the same exact set of tuples were dropped with respect to the Aggregator. Additionally, they have the highest Rlq because they both affect the
state of the Aggregator, which maintains the history of the
recent trades. Once new tuples are processed, the Aggregator updates its internal state, producing moving average
estimations with fresh data. As seen in Figure 10 and 11,
the QS result stabilizes as more tuples are processed.
The VWAP and BargainIndex operators (Table 2) have
smaller Rlq values. When they fail, the state they affect
downstream is quicker to rebuild in comparison to the Source
and the TradeFilter. Once BargainIndex recovers from its
checkpoint, its internal state contains outdated moving averages. However, it immediately starts receiving correct moving average values, allowing correct correlations with new
incoming quotes. QuoteFilter has a small recovery time because it does not affect the state of operators downstream.
Quality Impact. The I lq evaluates the magnitude of the
impact on the application output when an operator fails.
The outage duration, error threshold, and interval of sections of the output stream are the same ones used by the
Rlq metric. Table 2 shows the I lq values for an outage duration of 16 seconds under peak rate. Our results reveal that a
fault in TradeFilter affects the application output the most,
while a fault in QuoteFilter has the lowest impact.
Figure 10 shows the QS result (y axis) for every section
of the output stream (x axis) for 3 target operators. The x
axis starts at section 300, which corresponds to the injection
stream offset after 1.5 million tuples have been processed.
Figure 10(a) shows the QS for the Source operator. After
the fault injection there are no tuples present in the output
stream, leading to 100% underestimation of the OSF when

compared to the golden run. Once the operator resumes
sending tuples, the application overestimates its results up
to 59% percent. Figure 10(b) shows the QS observations
for the QuoteFilter operator. The QuoteFilter has a low
I lq because it only affects the output during the outage period. When faults are injected into the VWAP operator
(Figure 10(c)), the application produces high overestimates
(up to 113% greater than the golden run OSF). This is because a fault in VWAP affects the BargainIndex state. As a
result, the application continues to correlate new quotes with
outdated moving average values. Note that when VWAP
fails, the history of recent trades maintained by Aggregator
is kept up-to-date. As a result, once VWAP recovers, it can
immediately send up-to-date values downstream.
Figure 11 shows the QS for the TradeFilter when subjected to faults at stream offset after 3.5 million tuples have
been processed and with different outage durations. Our
experiments show that as the outage duration increases, the
peak OSF overestimate for a certain stream offset and the
I lq increase. When the outage lasts 2 seconds (Figure 11(a)),
the maximum overestimate is 7% and the I lq is 0.25. For
an outage of 8 seconds (Figure 11(b)), the maximum overestimate is 72% and the I lq is 12.85. The peak overestimate
for an outage duration of 16 seconds (Figure 11(c)) is 144%
and the I lq is 48.70. Our results show that even though
the TradeFilter and Source are losing the same set of tuples
under a injected fault with the same outage duration, the
QS deviation is higher when the fault is injected into the
TradeFilter. When TradeFilter fails, the Source continues
to send new data, and the BargainIndex continues to correlate quotes with an obsolete moving average value. When
the Source fails, the application stops the correlation of any
data during the outage duration, resulting in errors with
lower magnitude.

6.4

Discussion

Our results show the following regarding the Bargain Discovery application:
1. Influence of operator output stream on the state of the
downstream flow graph determines the criticality of the operator – the total state size (in bytes) of operators downstream
of a failed operator determines how long the application
takes to fully rebuild its state and for how long the application produces erroneous results. As a result, operators with
greater influence on the downstream state are more critical
to maintain the application output quality. For example,
the TradeFilter is the most critical operator with respect to
bursty tuple loss, both in terms of the quality impact and
recovery time, making it a top priority for protection against
bursty tuple loss. Even though the TradeFilter operator is a
stateless filter, it directly affects the stateful Aggregator and
BargainIndex downstream. Another example is QuoteFilter,
which is the least critical operator with respect to bursty tuple loss. This operator has low impact on application output
quality, short recovery time, and very predictable behavior
under faults (Aq = accept and σ = 0.00). Although BargainIndex is stateful and consumes data from QuoteFilter,
the BargainIndex does not keep internal state related to
QuoteFilter’s output stream.
2. Checkpoint is not adequate to protect operators when
faults have a long outage duration - our results show that
checkpointing [17] provides good protection against faults
with short outage duration (e.g., TradeFilter and Aggrega-
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Figure 10: Quality score for each section of the output stream with stream offset 1.5 million tuples and
outage duration of 16 seconds under peak rate. Vector shows the value of the Rlq metric for each operator.
Figure 10(a) shows that Source operator has a high Rlq value, while Figure 10(b) shows that the application
quickly recovers from a failure in the QuoteFilter operator. Figure 10(c) shows that a VWAP failure has a
short Rlq when compared to Source, but it generates QS observations with higher values.
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Figure 11: Local QS observations of the output stream with stream offset of 3.5 million tuples and different
outage durations under peak rate for TradeFilter operator. I lq and Rlq values increase as the outage duration
increases.
tor in Figure 11(b)), but is not enough for faults with long
recovery time.
3. Position in the flow graph is not an adequate heuristic
for deciding operator criticality - although other researches
[4, 21] suggest that the position in the flow graph can be
used to deploy PFT, our study indicates that the position
on the flow graph, and the type of operator alone are not
adequate heuristics to characterize operator criticality. Although QuoteFilter and TradeFilter have both similar position in the flow graph and the same operator type, they
have very distinct behavior under faults.
4. The proposed metrics can be used to reconfigure the
application fault tolerance and to observe a measurable improvement in application output quality - based on our experimental results, we can improve the fault tolerance of
the application by applying, for example, a technique with
lower recovery time, such as high availability groups [17].
This technique maintains active replicas of operator groups
of the application flow graph. Once an operator in the active
group fails, the backup group becomes active. The failover
time from one replica to the other is at most 2 seconds in
System S. Our experiments show that by replicating a group
of critical operators, such as the TradeFilter, Aggregator and
VWAP (shown in Figure 12), we can see an improvement
on the output quality of the application under faults. When
either TradeFilter, Aggregator, or VWAP fails, the Rlq is 2
and the I lq is 2. This is a significant improvement when
compared to the previous values (I lq of 48.70 and Rlq of
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Figure 12: Fault tolerance reconfiguration of Bargain Discovery considers that operators with high
metric values should be replicated, resulting in improved output quality on the occurrence of failures.
An important factor in deriving our conclusions was the
OSF definition, which closely follows the semantics of our
application. Our experimental methodology, together with
a well-defined OSF, enabled us to make informed decisions
with respect to fault tolerance, since we can evaluate the cost
associated with the applied fault tolerance technique and the
benefits such protection yields. Our results with the Bargain

Discovery application have also demonstrated robustness to
different choices of OSF. We tested both average financial
gain and number of produced tuples as OSFs, and the relative
criticality of operators in terms of I lq and Rlq were similar
to the one obtained by the total sum of financial gain.

7.

EXPERIMENTAL
LIMITATIONS

METHODOLOGY

Injecting faults into a streaming application and evaluating its results has many challenges, mainly imposed by the
possible non-determinism of the application and its tolerance to approximate results. In this paper, we described an
experimental methodology we used to evaluate the impact of
PFT techniques on the output of a financial engineering application. We envision that our experimental methodology
can be further generalized to be applicable to other streaming applications. In this section, we discuss some of the
limitations of our current approach which should be studied
in order to generalize the proposed methodology.
1. Application-specific quality metric - our basis to compare a faulty and a golden run is via an application-specific
OSF. The OSF approximates the behavior of the application output and it copes with the non-determinism of the
application output. For some applications, it may be hard
to define an OSF. As a result, generic OSFs (e.g., number of
tuples) can be investigated as an alternative for such cases.
2. Concurrent failures - our experiments assumed that
operators fail independently. However, depending on the
physical deployment of the application, multiple operators
may fail together (e.g., if they reside in the same process [12]
or run on the same node). We plan to investigate the emulation of such failures by considering the co-located operators
as a single operator with a more complex internal logic.
3. Number of required injection trials for applications
with large number of operators - our methodology injects
faults in each operator considering different outage durations and stream offsets. In addition, if the application is
non-deterministic, we execute the same injection configuration multiple times. This can result in a high number of
experimental trials if the application has a large number of
operators. In Section 4.2, we describe an optimization step
based on the properties of the operator graph to help reducing the number of target operators. Considering co-located
operators as a single operator can also reduce the number
of required experiments.

8.

RELATED WORK

Many fault tolerance techniques for streaming applications consider that no data can be dropped or duplicated [13,
16, 19], which depends upon the implementation of expensive buffer management and consistency protocols. These
techniques do not evaluate the application output quality
when faults occur, since they assume that the application
produces the same output despite the occurrence of faults.
Balazinska et al. [3] propose to produce tentative (lower precision) results during the occurrence of faults. The evaluation of this technique was based on the number of tentative
tuples produced during faults, but there was no evaluation
with respect to their impact on the output quality.
Previous literature on PFT techniques [4, 17, 21, 23, 30]
do not describe how to systematically evaluate the impact
of faults on the application output quality. Bansal et al. [4]

assume that the importance of each component in a streaming application can be described as a linear combination of
importance of the inputs it is consuming. Our experiments
show that this is not the case for our target application. Our
earlier work [17] relies on the application designer to specify
which components need to be fault-tolerant, while in this
technique we inject faults to understand the application behavior under faults. Murty and Welsh [21] and Pietzuch [23]
do not evaluate their proposed fault tolerance methods with
respect to effects on the quality of an application’s results.
Zhu et al. [30] assess the output quality of their proposed
fault tolerance method in terms of a Sum of Squared Errors.
We propose three other evaluation metrics.
There is vast research on evaluating fault tolerant systems
with fault injection methods [8, 14, 29]. Streaming applications have unique characteristics, such as non-determinism,
and continuous data processing despite the occurrence of
faults. This brings up additional challenges to the evaluation
methodology, which cannot be attacked with the techniques
described in the literature.
Model-based dependability evaluation techniques [18] are
complementary to fault injection experimentation. One use
of model-based approaches is to understand the impact of
faults on the application availability under a given failure
distribution. Fault injection assumes that a fault that can
happen on a real installation has occurred in the system,
independent of its frequency.
Our work is related to research in load shedding of streaming applications, where the stream processing middleware
can drop data once it detects that the system is operating
over its capacity. Tatbul et al. [26] study the problem of using application semantics to drop tuples via a loss-tolerance
graph. This graph can only have stream operators of specific
types. Babcock et al. [2] proposes an accuracy metric similar to our QS. We propose four different metrics which are
based on the QS. Previous work [9] considers the operator
type to establish a specific quality metric. Our methodology uses a quality metric that is application-specific, but
that is independent of the types of operators used by the
application.
Condie et al. [7] evaluate the accuracy of applications running on top of a MapReduce implementation that supports
continuous queries. The characteristics of their target applications are distinct from ours. Although their target application is implemented as a continuous query, it has a final exact and deterministic answer (e.g., number of page
views). Our scenario is more complex, since our application
is non-deterministic and every tuple produced is a true independent outcome of the application, and not a value that
gets adjusted over time.
Fiscato et al. [10] propose a model for streaming applications with quality metrics based on the importance of a
tuple. The importance of tuples produced by an operator
depends on the importance of its input tuples. Tuples coming from the same base stream are assumed to be equally
important. In our experiments, this does not hold true.
Specifically, although QuoteFilter and TradeFilter output
streams are derived from the same input stream, they show
very different behavior under faults.

9.

CONCLUSION

Partial fault tolerance techniques aim at decreasing their
impact on performance of streaming applications by allowing

the application to lose and duplicate data when faults occur. In this paper, we described a fault injection methodology used to evaluate the impact of using PFT techniques on
the output of a streaming application. Our results show that
PFT can lead to better resource consumption, and that fault
injection can be used to learn how to selectively deploy fault
tolerance techniques in the application processing graph. In
addition, our experiments indicate that some heuristics proposed by previous research [4, 21] on partial fault tolerance
may not be the best option to maintain application output
quality under faults.
As future work, we plan to evaluate other streaming applications to further generalize our experimental methodology and evaluation metrics. We believe there is a need for
more fault injection experiments on stream processing applications, so that our insights and the body of knowledge
with respect to the behavior of streaming applications under
faults can be broadened.

10.
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